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Abstract
The findings of this research study is constructed depending the role of women in
Islamic Banking industry of Pakistan. It has been conducted with an objective to
determine the contrast of leadership opportunities, gender differences, working
condition, employee performance with Job Satisfaction. The data has been collected
from 200 male and female participants, representing the Islamic Banking Sector of
Pakistan (Meezan Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank and Bank Islami). The result of the
research shows a positive association in the selected dependent and independent
variables. The study result further supports that in the current scenario the male
gender participation for authoritative and leadership position is comparatively high as
paralleled to female in the Pakistani Islamic Banking Sector of Pakistan. Further, it
reveals that male working employees in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan are far
more satisfied as compared to female working participants. The result has reflected
that the constructed model is significant (at the p < 0.001 level). The findings of this
particular study possibly may assist the upper management to revisit their working
environment policies and practices to consider females as equally responsible for
challenging leadership roles, providing career path opportunities, and to promote
Equal Employment Opportunities (EEO) in organizations.
Keywords: Leadership, Job Satisfaction, Career Path.

تلخیص
اس تحقیقی مطالعے کی کھوج پاکستان کی اسالمی بینکاری صنعت میں خواتین کے
کردار پر منحصر ہے۔اسے اس مقصدکے ساتھ انعقاد کیا گیا ہے جس میں قیادت کے
 مالزمت اطمینان کے ساتھ مالزمین کی، کام کرنے کی حاالت، صنفی اختالفات،مواقع
،کارکردگی کے تضاد کا پتہ لگانا ہے۔ پاکستان کے اسالمی بینکاری سیکٹر) میزان بینک
 مرد و خواتین۲۰۰ دبئی اسالمک بینک اور بینک اسالمی (کی نمائندگی کرنے والے
شرکاء سے اعداد و شمار جمع کیے گئے ہیں۔ تحقیق کا نتیجہ منتخب انحصار اور آزاد
متغیر میں مثبت ایسوسی ایشن کو ظاہر کرتا ہے۔اس تحقیق کے نتیجے میں مزید حمایت
This work is Licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License
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حاصل یہ ہے کہ موجودہ صورتحال میں مستند اور قائدانہ عہدے کے لئےمردجنس کی
شراکت نسبتا َ ََ زیادہ ہے کہ جتنی پاکستان کے اسالمی بینکنگ سیکٹر میں خواتین کو
 یہ انکشاف کرتا ہے کہ پاکستان کے اسالمی بینکاری کے شعبے میں مرد، ہے۔ مزید
کام کرنے والے مالزمین خواتین کام کرنے والی شرکاء کے مقابلے میں کہیں زیادہ
> 0.001 مطمئن ہیں۔ نتیجہ نے یہ ظاہر کیا ہے کہ تعمیر شدہ ماڈل نمایاں ہے) پی
سطح پر(۔ اس خاص مطالعے کی کھوج سے ممکنہ طور پر اعلی انتظامیہ کو ان کی
عملی ماحول کی پالیسیوں اور طریقوں پر نظر ثانی کرنے میں مدد مل سکتی ہے جو
 پیشے کےمواقع فراہم، خواتین کو قائدانہ صالحیت ) چیلنجنگ لیڈر شپ ( کے کردار
کرنے اور تنظیموں میں مساوی مالزمت کے مواقع) ای ای او (کو فروغ دینے کے لئے
اتنی ہی ذمہ دار خواتین پر غور کرنے میں مدد کرسکتے ہیں۔
 پیشہ کا راستہ، پیشہ ورانہ اطمینان،  قیادت: کلیدی الفاظ
Introduction
Pakistani Islamic Banking sector is in bloom in current circumstances, the researchers are
still exploring and have presented a strong bond in the Gender of leadership title and job
satisfaction. This might be the influence or reflection of societal and cultural behavior
followed by the country that male gender enjoys the superiority, the dominancy and is
treated as the head of the family. Similarly, this norm is followed in the Pakistani Islamic
Banking industry that most of the leadership roles are addressed by the male gender. The
cultural values of the country addresses that the females are considered as less competent
in terms of power and talent, therefore, they always remain dependent on the male gender,
either the societal norms are not liberal enough to let and accept the female to speak
stridently and confidently in the presence of a male.
In reference to the above-mentioned elements, a working woman encounters a number of
challenges and hurdles to survive and compete with the male gender for a leadership
position in Pakistani society. Sometimes in order to pursue their career, they have to
make compromises for motherhood, and unhealthy marital life in one hand domestically,
while they come across difficulty in maintaining work-life balance and facing gender
discrimination and male dominancy working environment on the other hand
professionally.
Despite being on merit, qualified and competent candidates, females face many problems
to acquire and achieve an executive and managerial rank in the banking industry (Miller,
J. L. 2006). The female employees have working hour restrictions and gets unproductive
for mobility, they cannot easily deployed from one place to another (Aggarwal et al.,
2000). In the banking industry, the female employees are merely considered to promote
for decisive positions. They have comparatively less growing strategies and that is why
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they remain unsatisfied with their growth expectations and working environment
(McCuddy et al., 2010).
Skilled and competent individuals prefer those organizations which have a better working
environment and suitable working hours (Kelley, T, 2005). Studies reflect that satisfied
employees stay in a longer span of service with the organization whereas unsatisfied
employees switches and leave their jobs no matter how well they have been paid and
what crucial position they are performing in an organization (Bhatti, K. & Qureshi, T.
2007). One ideology of management states that unsatisfied employees switch for their
leadership (bosses/ reporting individual). They change for their boss, not for the position
or job.
Employees dislike their workplaces for long working hours, job fatigue, unsatisfactory
income, weak work-life balance, and staff shortage, lack of motivation and
communication, and hierarchical relationships of staff (Pavesic & Brymer, 1990).
Okumus et al. (2010) highlighted the barriers and challenges of working women such as
limited socialization time for family and friends, they have a compromise for their
hobbies household duties and responsibilities.
This research paper explores and identifies the impact of basic demographic components
and characteristics for employee satisfaction and the impression of gender for leadership
opportunities simultaneously sightseeing different paradigms and dimensions of
theoretical and managerial perspective to support and empower the organizational culture.
Controlling other variables, the effort is made to reveal the impact of gender differences
and leadership opportunities in the Pakistani Islamic Banking sector.
Paralleling to social and cultural norms and values of the country it has been supposing
that the female gender is weak, indecisive, incompetent and cannot perform well in
competition as compared to the male gender, therefore, females with cured with unfair
professional practices in terms of promotions and leadership roles because of the male
dominating society especially in the Pakistani Islamic Banking Sector. The conducted
research will try to identify the difficulties that are faced by working women in the
Pakistani Islamic banking industry.
This research study is reconnoitering the variable of the female gender on the job
satisfaction and leadership opportunities in the Islamic Banking sector of Pakistan aiming
to explore the following few mentioned research queries.
1. How the management does ensure to provide equal opportunities for leadership in
male dominating society in the Pakistani Islamic banking sector?
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2. What are the characteristics that contribute towards job satisfaction in female
workforces of the Islamic banking sector in Pakistan?
3. What are the significant characteristics that lead to provide equal opportunities to
female gender for leadership in the Pakistani Islamic banking sector?
4. What is the degree of job satisfaction in female working employees as compare to
male working employees in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan?
5. How the job policies supports to achieve job satisfaction in employees of the
Islamic banking sector of Pakistan?
The practical association of this study may lead the banking industry and other financial
units to enhance the working conditions and support the female employees to attain and
acquire the positions of their dreams with dignity and job satisfaction without any gender
discrimination and biases. The positively fair and equal acknowledgment for the efforts
of the employees from the management may heighten the confidence of the male and
female employees and enhance their motivation to perform better in competition with
each other and impact significantly organizational performance in the discrimination-free
working environment.
This particular study is intended to achieve and explore the influence of the job
satisfaction on gender difference, leadership opportunities, working conditions and
employee performance with respect to the female working employees in Pakistani
Islamic banking sector aiming to:
1. To design a practical and theoretical framework from related reviewed literature
for the Islamic Banking Sector of Pakistan.
2. To explore the female leadership opportunities without any gender biases in the
Islamic Banking sector of Pakistan.
3. To investigate the influence of working conditions and job satisfaction in female
employees of Islamic Banking Sector of Pakistan
4. To identify the impact of fair leadership position achievement on the motivation
of female workforces in the Islamic Banking Sector of Pakistan.
Review of Literature
Due to classical or old-style perceptions, molds, traditions, and conventions for
managerial position job responsibilities, it is very challenging for female gender to
intervene and progress in higher-level leadership designations (Schaap et al., 2008).
Likewise, developing countries, even the researches of a developed country like the US
also reported low and uneven tendencies of opportunities for highly accomplished
female’s leadership achievements in recognized and well-esteemed reputed industries of
America (Miller, J. L. 2006).
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In numerous social activities around the world, including tourism and hospitality, the
management hitch and discourage female employment due to their domestic social lives
and private intermediation and consider them less career-oriented as compared to male
passionate individuals. Therefore they consider and offer less career-oriented privileges
of growth that satisfy the competent female individuals (McCuddy et al., 2010).
Literature has also revealed the influence and commitment of motivated female
employees on leadership positions and their connection with job satisfaction as well.
However, this study is intended to explore, acknowledge and recognize the utility, the
motivation and the commitment of female staff in the Islamic Banking industry of
Pakistan, integrating with all the new emerging sectors for acknowledging female
leadership and maximizing the productivity of the organization to provide equal
opportunities for leadership and career growth.
The presented study is keen to ponder for selective demographic factors and drills-down
to extract the parameters of job satisfaction especially in female employees who are
rendering their services in Islamic banking sector of Pakistan with an ambition to reach
the leadership career goals. It is intended to explore the scope of the hypothesis and
search in the new dimensions to practice for overall management scenario.
The selective demographic variables may unwrap numerous sight full findings on gender
differences and leadership opportunities, it may also comprehend the details along with
ins and outs picture for gender differences in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan.
Garcia-Bernal et al., (2005) study ensures that unlike other industries, in the service
industry the forecasted labor force choice foresees and contingent on the perception of
gender differences and the features of employee expectations from the assigned job to
maximize the penetrating and thoughtful element of job satisfaction from the existing
realities and practices of the management. Therefore it may conclude that the analysis of
job satisfaction envisions the employee’s interpretation and understanding of the nature
of the business (Clark, 1996).
The data of some previously conducted researches show that there are some particular
sets of characteristics that have been considered for the service industry to construct
productive job and individual fit and it has complex the hiring and managing employees
from gender differences perspective. This set of characteristics can be demanded
remuneration, employment conditions, labor market, working hours, work-life balance,
employee commitment, economic status, employee expectations, gender and individual
qualification (Burke et al., 2008a).
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The perception of the customers counts a lot, especially in the service industry. It gives a
significant direction to the management to consider and instrument it, driving with a lead
towards the policies, procedures, and practices to execute them for the employees to
maximize the productivity of individuals for their workplace (Tuzun, 2009).
The Banking industry offers a wide variety of expertise in services, therefore it caters as
an umbrella for extensive variability of jobs and diversity of manpower (Szivas et al.,
2003). When we talk about organizational commitment and employee retention, job
satisfaction act as a main contributor that predicts and interpret the relationship among
the employee and the organization (Ryanet al., 2011).
Researches witnessed that satisfied employees are sturdily motivated and contribute
positively to creating pleasant working circumstances and ambassador to take initiatives
and explore new dimensions of success and development. Literature shows the evidence
that a maximum level of job satisfaction is significantly associated with loyalty and
commitment of the employee for longer-term and better employee performance (Rusbult
et al., 1988).
(Hunter et al., 1997) has justified that customer orientation scores also give the glimpse
of job satisfaction of employees and he has further supported his point by stating that the
satisfied employee last pleasant experience for the customers and are competent enough
in not only to satisfy and cater the customer demand but also engages the customer to
construct a long term relationship with the business especially in the service industry.
Literature says that unsatisfied employees are difficult to retain. The employees, no
matter whatever their gender is, look forward to switch their jobs if they are not satisfied
with their job (Ghiselli et al., 2001).
There is a term known as “Satisfaction Mirror”, it reflects the contrast of association and
relation in employee happiness and customer gratification in the service sector and
creates a harmony on both ends where organization policies take the lead and drive them
accordingly (Armstrong, M. 2000).
Job satisfaction is how the workforce is happy from their career and job, if employees
find career growth in their jobs they get motivated. Equal opportunity for leadership may
gear up the motivation of female employees to perform well and accomplish their career
goals. Unfortunately, organizations do not take female contributions seriously. It create
dissatisfaction in female employees (Pettijohn et al.2004).
Some scholars have specified the individualities to job satisfaction and divergent it in
emotional and intellectual job satisfaction. Emotional job satisfaction is achieved when
the employee is happy and appraises his overall working environment such as pay,
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working hours, benefits, leadership, organizational business, working environment and
other numerous other job-related characteristics as per physiological, safety, love and
belonging needs, whereas intellectual job satisfaction is achieved when one finds pleasant
attitude for the future and prospects and growth opportunities for further personal
development and it magnitude the employee job satisfaction towards self-esteem and
self-actualization approach of Maslow hierarchy theory (Yang, 2010).

Scholars and researchers have emphasized to comprehend the motivating elements of job
satisfaction for human resource management of the organization. Researches states that
job satisfaction is a single-minded activity. It is not only subjected to the expectations and
perceptions of the employee but it also assesses and evaluates the reality of their assigned
professional jobs (Ferrer-i-Carbonell, 2009).
Locke (1969) explained job satisfaction as an emotional psychological condition that
ensures, assesses and acknowledges the happiness and likeness of the employees for their
job and related policies and practices of the management that facilitates their assigned
official tasks. The main components of job satisfaction depend on the review of the
working environment, working conditions, supervision and accountability,
acknowledgment, work capacity and burden, growth opportunities, remuneration, job
security and related financial and social outcomes and benefits.
Schneider & Snyder (1975) declares job satisfaction as processed and strained
psychological opinion went through the individual’s thought process regarding the
practices, philosophies and ideologies, strategies, procedures, policies, working
environment conditions and prospects.
Aldrich, H. (1999) addresses and argue that job satisfaction also depends on demographic
factors as well and it may vary person to person as per their cultural and social formation,
gender, age, qualification, experiences, etc. He further connected job satisfaction with
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employee’s expectations and actual practiced strategies and procedures of the
management and argued that a low level of job satisfaction is extracted from unhappy,
disappointed and unsatisfied employees of the organization.
Spector (1997) concluded the working environment, teamwork, nature of business,
organizational practices and policies, communication, compensation, career growth,
authority and accountability, fringe benefits, appraisal and acknowledgments, and job
security as the main contributing elements for job satisfaction.
Literature has revealed for the studies that steered to analyze the bond for job satisfaction
and sexual characteristics of the employees, however, some gaps have been observed for
the Islamic Banking Sector of Pakistan with the noted agenda of female leadership. This
research is mainly anxious to explore the findings of this conflicting and inconsistent
agenda of literature in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan for sexual role differences,
female leadership, and job satisfaction.
The conclusions for the related topic in literature are inconsistent and vary for an
organization to organization till today since 1950 (RashedAl-Ajmi, 2006). (Okpara et al.,
2005; Clark, 1997; Aldrich, 1999) studies revealed that female employees are further
satisfied as compared to male employees and they have experienced equal opportunities
for leadership positions whereas (Mora and Ferrer-i-Carbonell, 2009) studies justify male
employees satisfaction in comparison to female employees. (Linz, 2003; Koyuncu et al.,
2004; Eskildsen et al., 2004; Rashid Al-Ajmi, 2006; Frye and Mount, 2007; Ward and
Sloane, 2000) studies have not found any momentous differences in leadership
opportunities and gender satisfaction as well.
Considering the meticulous demographic variables of Pakistan and Islamic Banking
Sector, this study drills-down to explore the leadership opportunities for female
employees and spot the construct of job satisfaction in employees of the bank.
Theoretical Framework
Independent Variable
Working Conditions
(H1)
Leadership
Opportunities (H2)
Employee Performance
(H3)

Dependent Variables

Job
Satisfaction
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Considering Maslow Hierarchy theory and needs want and demand, the above theoretical
framework has been drawn after in-depth literature study illustrating some relevant
significance in independent and dependent variable and hypothesis of the study.
In the above framework the working conditions, leadership opportunities and employee
performance has been considered as independent variable whereas job satisfaction of the
employees are considered as dependent variable considering the gender dimension.
The hypothesis if the study states that:
• H1: There is a significant association in job satisfaction of female employees and
working conditions of the Pakistani Islamic Banking Sector.
• H2: There is a significant association in Leadership opportunities and Job
satisfaction of female staff in the Islamic banking sector of Pakistan.
• H3: There is a significant association in Employee performance and job
satisfaction of female staff in the Pakistani Islamic banking sector.
Research Methodology
This study is conducted with an objective to explore the authoritative and leadership
opportunities positions in controlled selected demographic variables considering the
gender differences in Pakistani Islamic Banking industry and identifying their impact on
Job Satisfaction in contrast to unlike variables predicted from the collected data of 200
male and female Islamic Banking Employees.
Population & Sample
The data of this study has been collected from 200 employees of selected top 3 Islamic
banks of Pakistan by convenient sampling method, serving at Karachi, Hyderabad,
Islamabad, Lahore and Rawalpindi in Dubai Islami Bank, Meezan Bank and Bank Islami.
These banks has been selected on the basis of their customer following. The researcher
has distributed 270 questionnaires through social media, LinkedIn, Whatsapp, and Emails,
out of which 219 have been received, 8 of them were incomplete and 11 of them where
filled by the employees of other banks. Therefore 200 questionnaires have been
considered for this research.
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Questionnaire
The questionnaire has been designed in 2 sections that is A and B. Section A is an
attempted to collect demographic information of the participant that is name, age, marital
status, sex/gender, education and qualification, gender of immediate boss, experience
and designation. In order to analyze the job satisfaction of the workforce in the Pakistani
Islamic banking sector. The second part of the questionnaire, section B has addressed the
working conditions, job satisfaction, growth opportunities, and employee performance
adopted by the study of (Weiss et al., 1967) after making some needed changes.
5 point Likert Scale has been used to collect the responses of the participants composed as
1- Strongly Disagree
2- Disagree
3- Neutral
4- Agree
5- Strongly Agree
21 questions lead to analyze job satisfaction of the employees in the Pakistani Islamic
Banking Sector.
Procedure
The data have been tested through SPSS for descriptive analysis, reliability test has also
been conducted along correlation.
Results
Reliability Test
Table: 1
Reliability test of questionnaire for the islamic banking sector of Pakistan
Cronbach's Alpha
0.867

N of Items
29

The above table is presenting reliability of the questionnaire by Cronbach’s Alpha test of
the variables. The result is0.867 for 29 items for Islamic banking sector of Pakistan
showing high reliability and supporting the results of the research.
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Employee Participation
Table: 2
Participants of the islamic banking sector (n=200)
Valid Meezan
Dubai Islami
Bank Islami
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
79
39.5
39.5
39.5
66
33
33
72.5
55
27.5
27.5
100
200
100
100

Employee Participation

Meezan Bank

Dubai Islami Bank

Bank Islami

The represented table is sharing the statistics of 200 participants. The participation from
Meezan is 79, Dubai Islami Bank is 66 and 55 from Bank Islami.
Gender Participation Analysis
Table: 3
Gender of the participants
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Valid
Men
122
61
61
61
Women
78
39
39
100
Total
200
100
100

Gender of the Participants

Male

Female
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The above table is presenting the participation of male and female participants as 61%
and 39% respectively.
Marital Status
Table: 4
Marital status of participants
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Married
166
83
83
83
34
17
17
100
Valid Unmarried
Total
200
100
100
The table represents that 83% of the participation of the respondents are married while 17%
are unmarried.
Qualification of the Participants
Table: 5
Employee qualification
Qualification
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
B.Com
15
7.5
7.5
7.5
BA
2
1
1
8.5
BE
1
0.5
0.5
9
M.Com
34
17
17
26
Masters
9
4.5
4.5
30.5
Valid
MBA
99
49.5
49.5
80
MS
16
8
8
88
MSC
5
2.5
2.5
90.5
Post Grad
19
9.5
9.5
100
Total
200
100
100
The above table of employee qualification represents the participation of 49.5% MBA,
9.5% Post 17% M.Com and 9.5% Post Graduates.
Gender of Immediate Boss
Table 6
Gender of Immediate Boss
Valid

Male Leadership
Female Leadership
Total

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
171
85.5
85.5
85.5
29
14.5
14.5
100
200
100
100
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The above table represents the leadership of male and female gender in the Pakistani
Islamic banking sector.
Descriptive Statistics
Table: 7
Mean and standard deviation
Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation
Working Conditions
2.60
5.00
4.1089
.64732
Leadership Opportunities
2.80
5.00
4.1244
.52581
Employee Performance
2.40
5.00
4.0467
.53970
Job Satisfaction
2.00
5.00
3.9667
.72786
The above table of descriptive analysis shows the mean and standard deviation of
independent variables that is 4.1089 and 0.64732 for working conditions, 4.1244 and
0.52581 for leadership opportunities, 4.0467 and 0.53970 employee performance and for
job satisfaction 3.9667 and 0.72786.
Descriptive Analysis
Table: 8
Descriptive analysis
Gender
Female

Male

Criteria

N

Minimum Maximum

Working Condition
78
2.40
Leadership Opportunities 78
2.80
Employee Performance
78
2.60
Job Satisfaction
78
2.00
Valid N
78
Working Condition
122
3.20
Leadership Opportunities 122
3.00
Employee Performance
122
2.75
Job Satisfaction
122
3.40
Valid N
122
Female: 3.25 closely related to agree
Male: 4.25 closely related to strongly agree

Mean

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

3.8400
3.9467
3.9156
3.7222

Standard
Deviation
.53018
.48692
. 68422
.77464

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

4.3022
4.3022
4.2111
4.2533

.50744
.55041
.59102
.46982

The above table of descriptive analysis is presenting that:
• Females seems satisfied with satisfied with working conditions, leadership
opportunities, employee performance and job satisfaction and falling above
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•

the set criteria but they are comparatively less satisfied to the male gender
participants.
Male employees seems more comfortable and satisfied for the working
conditions, leadership opportunities and job satisfaction and lies above from
the mentioned criteria of 4.25 but they are slightly less satisfied with
employee performance and staying at low point then the stated mentioned
criteria.

Correlation Analysis
Table: 9
Correlation
1
2
3
4
1 0.446** 0.410** 0.420**

S. No
1
Job Satisfaction
Employee
2
1
0.355** 0.349**
Performance
Leadership
3
1
0.505**
Opportunities
4
Working Conditions
1
High correlation above 0.7
Medium correlation between 0.5 and 0.7
Low correlation between 0.3 and 0.5
The above table of correlation represents that:
• The results of above table shows weak association in employee performance and
job satisfaction as 0.446.
• The results of the test shows weak association in leadership opportunities and job
satisfaction and the value is 0.410.
• There is weak association in working conditions and job satisfaction and the value
is 0.420.
Discussion
The results of this conducted study reveals that gender differences are directly associated
with female employees job satisfaction in the Pakistani Islamic Banking sector. The
participation of the employees is moderately high from Meezan Bank as compared to
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Bank Islami and Bank Dubai Islamic, and similarly the participation of male employees
are more as compared to female staff serving in the Islamic Banking sector of Pakistan.
In order to explore the job satisfaction in employees serving in Islamic banking industry
we have considered 3 main dependent variables that is working conditions, leadership
opportunities and employee performance and it has been observed that in the current
scenario the male leadership is greater as equated to the female leadership.
The results of the statistical data illustrated that the male working staff are comparatively
more satisfied from the provided job leadership opportunities by their respective banks
and employee performance but they are little uncomfortable for working conditions while
female staff are less satisfied with the variables on the base of standard (3.25) . Hence all
the developed hypothesis are accepted.
The study has been conducted with some of the following mentioned limitations and
opened new dimensions for further studies
1. The conducted research, has received only 39% participation from the female
employees from only 3 main Islamic banks that is Meezan bank, Bank Islami and
Dubai Islamic bank.The participation was mainly from Master Qualification
predominantly with married marital status and has been only collected from
Karachi, Hyderabad, Islamabad, and Rawalpindi. For this specific study, limited
variables and controlled demographic factors has been considered.
2. This study is leaving a room for further studies. Some more related variables and
demographic factors may change the results. The model of this study may apply
to education industry, hotel management ventures, tourism and other service
industry
Conclusions
This research has been conducted with an aim to explore and study the impact and
influence of gender differences on job satisfaction in female employees for the Islamic
banking sector of Pakistan.
The findings of this research study has analyzed strong association in gender difference
and job satisfaction and due to male dominant societal approach, female employees
participation reflected less satisfaction. The results also reflects that female are serving in
very limited leadership positions in the Islamic banking sector. They encounter very
limited leadership opportunities due to their social and domestic personal commitments.
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The socio economic norm of the country is mainly depending on male gender. Females
are considered as less competent candidates for decision making positions and executive
designations by the management. The society consider female less eligible and less
confident due to some religious norms as well and the Islamic banking industry of
Pakistan is not acting differently from the societal, cultural and religious norms and
practices. This approach and ideology can also disturb the emotional health of the female
candidates as it may act as a hurdle for achieving their career goals.
At every step females have been challenged for inequality in workforce as well. In
Pakistani society, women have very limited access to higher studies and therefore they
are not considered for highly paid jobs and designations and at times they earns less pay
then male gender for same nature of work and designation. Simultaneously female long
term careers and career goals always remains questioned in Pakistani society.
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